1. TERMS OF APPLICATION (Presidency of Higher Education Council General Principles For International Students Admission)

Who can apply?

a) On the condition that they are final year students at High school or already graduate. 1)

1) Foreign Nationals

2) Turkish citizen by birth but permitted to be denationalized by the ministry of internal affairs (blue card holders)

3) Those foreigners by birth but becoming Turkish citizens afterwards/ dual citizens under this circumstance.

4) Those who completing their secondary education in a foreign country (apart from TRNC) including students finishing their educations abroad (apart from TRNC) at Turkish schools operating under the Ministry of Education (MEB),

WHO CANNOT APPLY?

1) Those who hold Turkish citizenship but completing whole high school education in Turkey or TRNC,

2) Those who hold the citizenship of the TRNC (Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus)

3) Who hold a dual citizenship one of which is Citizenship of Republic of Turkey by birth as defined in the article a item 2 (except for those fulfilling the requirements article a item 4)

4) Those who hold the citizenship of TR or a dual citizenship, one of which is the citizenship of the TR by birth, as stated in article 2 item a ,and who have completed their secondary education at institutions with an embassy or in other foreign institution in Turkey.